
 
 

For Whom:  
Presentations for entry level and senior level 
engineers, architects, designers, students, 
salespeople, manufacturers, contractors, building 
officials, building owners, and building managers 
and operators.  

 
When & Where:  
Virtual Conference 
Monday, January 11 – Friday, January, 15 
12:00 PM – 1:30 PM each day 

 

Professional Development Hours (PDH):  
Five PDH sessions to choose from. 

 
Your Cost:  
$100 

 
If you are currently unemployed or experiencing 
financial hardship, email: 
TechConference@rockymtnashrae.com 

 
See our website for registration: 
rockymtnashrae.com 

 
Please note, Rocky Mountain ASHRAE will be using GoToWebinar for our virtual conference. Our Tech 
Conference Committee Chair will be emailing out the virtual link to registrants one hour before the 
first session on Monday, January 11th. Please be sure to sign up by 10am on Monday in order to get the 
conference link. 
 
Unless specified at the beginning of the presentation, all meetings will be recorded. The recorded 
presentation will only be available to meeting registrants. The recording links will be emailed out by 
the Wednesday following the conference.  

 

Thank You! 
We would like to thank all of our sponsors for this event. Sponsor names are listed below. Without 
everyone’s support, this conference would not be possible. 
 
 
 

 

 

The Rocky Mountain ASHRAE Chapter Presents: 

VIRTUAL WINTER  

TECH CONFERENCE 



 

SCHEDULE AND TOPICS 

Day Monday, January 11th 

Time 12:00pm to 1:30pm 

Track HVAC&R Fundamentals 

Sponsor Western Mechanical Solutions  

Topic 

 
ASHRAE Standard 90.1 

Christian Taber, Principal Engineer, Big Ass Fans 
 

Description: 
This presentation will be an overview of the Standard and review some of the significant 
changes included in the 2019 version that was released last fall.  The presentation will focus 
specifically on the major changes to the Mechanical Chapter of the standard that will affect 
mechanical engineers. 
 
Speaker Bio: 
Christian Taber is a Principal Engineer at Big Ass Fans focusing on codes and standards.  He is 
an ASHRAE certified High-Performance Building Design Professional, a Certified Energy 
Manager, and a committee member of ASHRAE Standards 90.1 and 189.1. He was also a 
member of the USGBC Energy and Atmosphere Technical Advisory Group. He is a committee 
member for recent revisions to AMCA 230, AMCA 208, and AMCA 211. He holds an M.S. in 
mechanical engineering and B.S. in chemical engineering from Iowa State University, and an 
M.S. in biosystems engineering from the University of Kentucky. 
 

Day Tuesday, January 12th 

Time 12:00pm to 1:30pm 

Track Critical Environments 

Sponsor Air Purification 

Topic 

 
ACTIVE Particle Control, Airborne Pathogens, and the Critical Environment 

Frank Stamatatos, CEO and President of SecureAire and Don Hess, Chief Technical Officer, 
Inventor and Research Scientist of SecureAire 

 
Description: 
Few critical environments affect humans more than today’s healthcare environment. 
As hospital acquired infections (HAI’s) impact millions of patients and cost the healthcare 
industry $10’s of billions each year, hospital initiatives have garnered significant attention on 
infection control with campaigns and training focused around hand-washing and other 
methods to mitigate pathogen transmission. 
 
While traditional airborne pathogen reduction techniques have relied on high efficiency 
filtration systems (MERV 14 up to HEPA) and high air change rate methodology, they have 
fallen short in their ability to remove and or capture some of the most dangerous airborne 
pathogens. In operating rooms, the use of expensive laminar flow ventilation systems coupled 
with high air change rates have been deployed with results that are only partially effective. 
It is common knowledge that the majority of hospital-acquired pneumonia is caused by the 
airborne transmission of pathogens. These pathogens also include Tuberculosis, Legionella, 
Staphylococcus, and Aspergillus amongst others. With these dangerous pathogens lurking in 
the air, new methods that consider the Science of Particle Transport are necessary to strive 
for significant reductions of airborne contamination within critical environments.  
 



Speaker Bio: 
Frank has more than 30 years of international management experience in the filtration 
industry most recently as the CEO and President of SecureAire. Previously with StrionAir, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the Carrier Corporation a United Technologies Company (NYSE, 
UTX), he was involved in the turnaround of the company which was Venture Capital backed. 
Frank also spent 16 years with Pall Corporation (NYSE, DHR), culminating as Senior Vice 
President of New Business Development and Strategic Marketing. In his sales and marketing 
efforts, he developed multiple new markets and product lines for the company, growing 
businesses from zero to as much as $250 million. He has turn-around experience and has 
worked extensively in Europe and Asia. Frank holds an MBA in Finance from Hofstra University 
and a BEE in Electrical Engineering from Villanova University. 
 
Don is one of the Founders of SecureAire and the Inventor of PACT (Particle Accelerated 
Collision Technology) the founding technology of the company. Don has over 35 years of 
research and product development experience including 17 years with IBM Corporation (NYSE, 
IBM) where he focused on designing particle reduction solutions for manufacturing cleanroom 
applications. In addition to IBM, while working for Particle Measurement Systems and Pacific 
Scientific Corporation, Don provided particle reduction solutions to companies that include 
Kodak, Texas Instruments, Motorola, Samsung, LG and Mitsubishi Electronics. Don has written 
over 40 peer reviewed papers related to Circuit Process and Integration, Defect Control, 
Oxide Semiconductor Physics and Contamination Control in liquid, vacuum and air 
environments. Don holds a Microelectronics Engineering Degree from Rochester Institute of 
Technology. 

 

Day Wednesday, January 13th 

Time 12:00pm to 1:30pm 

Track Sustainability 

Sponsor McNevin Company 

Topic 

 
Building Electrification and Decarbonization with 30-yr GHG Forecasts Using Marginal and 

Average Emissions Factors 
Jamy Bacchus, PE, LEED AP BD+C, BEMP, Senior Associate, ME Engineers and Nasim Mirian, 

PhD, LEED AP BD+C, Project Manager, Energy Modeling Specialist 
 

Description: 
Federal action on climate change has stalled. 13 states and over 200 cities in the US have 
signaled their intent to stay in the Paris Agreement. These locations are attempting to reduce 
their greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from their buildings. Energy codes are left to States to 
adopt and enforce and in home rule states like CO, it's up to local govts to adopt. This 
provides a mechanism for regions to leverage energy codes to affect their GHG emissions. 
 
A growing number of U.S. cities are banning natural gas in new construction. A half-dozen 
other cities have passed laws to strongly encourage all-electric construction without banning 
fossil fuels outright. Decarbonization refers to the reduction of fossil fuels either on-site or in 
electricity generation and displaced with renewable or non-greenhouse gas producing 
sources. 
 
Prior to making any decision and swapping out fossil-fuel-powered appliances for electric 
appliances, we should analyze the regional electricity generation in the U.S for the next 30 
years. 
 
Can We Analyze This? Yes! 
 
Having access to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Cambium datasets, We 
studied the 30-yr GHG emissions from predicted energy consumption. To do this we used the 



Department of Energy (DOE) prototype reference models placed in various climate zones and 
respective electrical grids. To add to the discussion we have created an alternate heating 
fuel source for each model to illustrate the forecasted effects of building electrification 
along with regional grid decarbonization over the study period. 
 
Because building electrification impacts the MEP design of buildings, this presentation is 
appropriate for anyone interested in why this sea change is occurring. Note: that this 
presentation will not address the costs or HVAC and plumbing design options within a building 
beyond what's embedded in the DOE prototype models used. We encourage teams to follow 
up with presentations on application specific approaches. 
 
Speaker Bio: 
Jamy Bacchus is a mechanical engineer, energy modeler, sustainability consultant and policy 
advocate at ME Engineers whose passion is mitigating the energy-related impacts of the built 
environment. He has over 25 years of experience designing HVAC systems for green buildings 
and net zero energy projects including previous work at Integral Group, Arup, WSP and Battle 
McCarthy. He worked for NRDC developing energy policy for the built environment through 
California’s Title 24 Part 6 & Part 11 (CALGreen) standards and federal appliance standards. 
He currently serves on the LEED EA TAG. Jamy has lectured at Columbia University, CUNY and 
Stanford University on integrated green building design strategies. He has authored and 
presented peer-reviewed papers on diverse topics from alternative net zero definitions and 
policy ramifications of current metrics to cost effectiveness of urban infill using various 
construction methods at ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Greenbuild 
and CTBUH. 
 
Nasim is an energy modeler at ME Engineers in Golden, CO. Having the Physics background 
and experience working on advanced energy modeling, optimization and performance 
analysis, she has earned high proficiency in providing detailed energy analysis for new and 
existing buildings for early design decisions, code compliance, and third-party certification 
(such as LEED). Her expertise includes daylighting analysis, CFD analysis, building energy 
audit, Performance Measurement and Verification (PM&V), high-performance building design, 
indoor environmental quality (IEQ), and performance monitoring. In addition, she has 
completed her PhD in Environmental Design that was fueled by her passion for the design and 
development of sustainable built environment. 
 

Day Thursday, January 14th 

Time 12:00pm to 1:30pm 

Track HVAC&R Systems & Applications 

Sponsor CFM Company 

Topic 

 
Heat Recovery Chiller Opportunities, De-Carbonization and Other Considerations 

Alan Niles, Western Regional Sales Manager @ Dunham-Bush USA 
 

Description: 
This presentation will present the basics of the design and application of a heat recovery 
chiller within a central chilled water plant.  Then new construction central plant design for 
cooling dominate systems and heating dominate systems shall be discussed for maximizing 
the use of heat recovery to reduce or eliminate on-site carbon burning heating sources, and 
take advantage of the very high efficiency of simultaneous heating and cooling equipment.  
Economic evaluation of potential energy savings shall be reviewed. 
Finally, enhancement opportunities for existing central plant design will be discussed using 
the information developed for new construction. 
 



Speaker Bio: 
Alan Niles is a mechanical engineer with over 32 years of experience working for 
manufacturers of commercial HVAC equipment as well as an expert on commercial geo-
exchange system design.   Alan Niles received IGSHPA certification as a commercial ground 
loop designer in 1989. From 2009 to March 2020, Alan worked as the Western Regional Sales 
Manager for WaterFurnace International, a manufacturer of 6 pipe modular heat recovery 
chillers and commercial heat pumps. Recently, in March 2020, Alan began working as the 
Western Regional Commercial Sales manager for Dunham-Bush USA. 
 
Alan Niles has completed three two-year terms as a Distinguished Lecturer for ASHRAE, 
speaking on two topics: Net-Energy Water Loops: A Clear Path to Net Zero Energy Buildings; 
and the Economics and Design of Commercial Ground Loop Systems.  In 2013, Alan Niles’ 
article “Net-Energy Water Loops,” published in the August edition of HPAC 
(Heating/Piping/Air Conditioning) Engineering, introduces the use of the water loop system as 
the integral building block for a building-wide net zero energy system.  And in March 2015, 
cosponsored by HPAC Engineering, Alan held a nation-wide webinar on the use of the net 
energy water loop combined with simultaneous chilled water/hot water production using 6 
pipe heat recovery chillers to achieve net zero energy goals. 

 

Day Friday, January 15th 

Time 12:00pm to 1:30pm 

Track Building Automation 

Sponsor ATS 

Topic 

 
Analytics: Turn Data Into Actionable Intelligence 

Emily Stege, ATS 
 

Description: 
Access to the data is just the first step. The new challenge is to effectively manage and 
derive value from the exploding amount of data available from smart and connected devices. 
This presentation will discuss the tools available for building data extraction, and how they 
can be used to identify issues, deviations, and anomalies, with the intent of improving overall 
building efficiency. 
 
Speaker Bio: 
Emily Stege is an Energy Project Developer at ATS Rocky Mtn., with almost a decade of 
experience in the Denver market. A graduate from Colorado State University, Emily has 
always had a passion for environmental conservation. She continues to work with building 
owners, property managers, and facility engineers to better manage their building systems, 
and improve their facility by identifying and developing projects that conserve resources and 
enhance building operations. 

 

 


